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Exclusively from Patterson Medical

Just the lift you need for 
easy, independent bathing 

Specifications
Seat Size (including side flaps) 20” x 18” x 2.6” 
Seat Size (excluding side flaps) 20” x 15” 
Seat Depth 20” 
Maximum Seat Height 18”
Minimal Seat Height 2.6” 
Baseplate Footprint 21” x 9”
Backrest Size 24” x 14”
Maximum User Weight 375 lbs. 
Maximum Recline Angle 40º

0816-21-796—Sonaris2 Bathlift with Seat and Back Covers

Accessories
Swivel Seat Supports the turning movement of getting the legs 
into the bathtub.

Swivel Transfer Seat Serves to turn and slide the body to the 
center of the lift.

The ultimate in  
safe, secure bathing

Specifications

Accessories

Great 
performance 
at a great price

To order: www.pattersonmedical.com
1-800-323-5547

Seat Size (including side flaps) 19.75” x 28” 
Seat Size (excluding side flaps) 19.75” x 14.75” 
Seat Depth 20” 
Maximum Seat Height 18”
Minimal Seat Height 2.6” 
Baseplate Footprint 21” x 9”
Backrest Size 26.75” x 13.75”
Maximum User Weight 309 lbs.
Maximum Recline Angle 40º

0816-64-590—Deltis Bathlift with Seat and Back Covers

To order: www.pattersonmedical.com
1-800-323-5547

Swivel Seat Supports the turning movement of getting the legs 
into the bathtub.

Swivel Transfer Seat Serves to turn and slide the body to the 
center of the lift.

081688167



Super Fast Quick Charging— Advanced battery fully charges 
in only one hour! 5 minutes is all it takes to charge device for 
one complete lift (down and up).   

Nanotechnology Antimicrobial Protection—Not just a  
coating, silver ion antimicrobial protection is infused into 
easy-clean, plastic for long-lasting performance without the 
spread of bacteria.

Easy Assembly—Seat and back click together or snap apart.

Intelligent Design—Hand controller is triple-sealed for safe 
submersion and will not lower the unit if battery power isn’t 
sufficient to raise the user out of the tub.

Weight Capacity—375-lbs.

Great performance at a great price and one of 
the lightest reclining bathlifts on the
market today

Independent bathing  
has never been easier  
or more comfortable!

Personalized Comfort Select any angle of recline 
(up to 40º) to lower your upper body into the 
water comfortably. Gently contoured seat and 
backrest provide additional support. 

Both Sonaris2 and 
Deltis feature these 
impressive details

Compact & Convenient  All-plastic design is corrosion-
free, easy to clean, and lightweight for effortless 
transport and storage. Bathlifts fit in virtually any 
tub and large side flaps make for easy transfers.

Built-in Safety  Controllers 
float and are fully 
submersible. Suction cup 
feet hold bathlifts securely 
in place. 

Combines Quick Charge convenience, the latest 
technology, and a higher weight capacity for the 
ultimate in safe, secure bathing

What makes Sonaris2 unique?

What makes Deltis unique?

Super Fast Quick Charging—Advanced battery fully charges in 
only one hour! 5 minutes is all it takes to charge device for one 
complete lift (down and up).  

Lightweight Design—Bathlift with handset and battery weigh 
only 24 lbs.

Simple Assembly —Separates easily into two parts for easy 
installation, removal and transport.

Warning Light— Lets you know when charging is required.

Weight Capacity—309-lbs.


